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ABSTRACT
With the rapid development of software and communication technologies, the availability of remote control of computers has become increasingly popular. Unlike the traditional remote applications, which are working under text mode, the new remote desktop technologies provide graphic user interface (GUI) for users to control their faraway computers via Internet now. There are numerous commercial products of remote control software that enables users to take control of the distant desktop with their own keyboard and mouse from other place, even abroad. This characteristic makes the usage of remote access and control of computers easier; and thus improves productivities. However, most remote control or remote administration software packages are not well-documented. This situation causes that it is difficult to monitor, record, and detect the online illegal action. Because of the lack of well-organized transaction log, it is really hard to trace and audit illegal activities if the suspect uses remote control software. It has increased the difficulties of cyber forensics and the distress of the law enforcers due to the national or jurisdictional boundary. In this paper, five countermeasures for cyber-crime regarding remote control software are proposed. This result could be viewed as a pilot study of remote presence and provides the guidance for further research.

BACKGROUND
Remote access technology is not a new thing. It has been more than thirty years since telnet was proposed in RFC 318. Telnet has become more efficient and convenient with the widespread diffusion of the Internet. As described in RFC 318, telnet protocol is intended to eliminate the need for using and serving sites to keep information about the characteristics of other terminals, which can handle conventions among users, the using site, and the serving site (ITEF, 2005).
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INTRODUCTION
With the advance of information and networking technologies, the number of criminal cases on Internet has largely increased. Even though many experts and researchers had been working on various problems of the network, there are still a lot of works that need to be done. As observed from reports on all kinds of medias, cyber-criminal happens anytime and anywhere. As shown in research results, computing facilities from the world now can be networked together that transcends jurisdictional boundaries and increase in computer use has been accompanied by a rise in cyber-crime (Brungs and Jamieson, 2005).

Moreover, computer remote control and administration is a previously undocumented tradition that evolved from scientific and technical network environments and is now becoming applicable to an increasing range of business networks (Reed, 2005). Due to the popularity of remote access software, like Terminal Services with Remote Desktop Connection (RDC), cyber-suspects and their computers may locate at different places. So, a new pattern of cyber-crime, which is related to remote access control, is going to be prevalent. In fact, it is not easy to monitor, trace, record, and search for the illegal activities on the Internet due to the national or jurisdictional boundary. Some studies focusing on log-tracing of remote login were done, but a more efficient way to record and prove the abuse of remote control software is still in need.

Remote access or administration is defined as that a specific host runs a service that enables a remote person or process to connect to remote computers and allows access according to their specific access privileges (Venter and Eloff, 2003). Traditionally, users could access and manage the remote host by sending text-mode commands. With the help of new technology GUI, remote access control packages become more popular and provide various features that allow users to interact with computers through direct manipulation of graphical images.

It is especially useful for screen control and to monitor separated computers when computer support staffs are located across campus, or even farther away (Jones, 2004). Some research results also indicated that although remote administration would allow a user to remotely monitor and control a target system and perform some operations in the distance, for instance, to execute any applications on the target machine, to view the contents of any file on the target machine, and to transfer files to and from the target machine, but it might take security risks if placed in the wrong hands (Furnell et al., 2001).
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As observed, some bad things, such as deception, threaten and terrorist communication, could happen and not caught if there is no good mechanism to detect the traffic while necessary.
PROPOSED COUNTERMEASURES

Traffic Analysis

In software market, there are many network analysis tools, such as A-PacketMan, SecuServer, Ethereal, TCPDump, NetMonitor, SnifferPro, and Snort. These tools can help cyber investigators to collect important evidences and may have been used. After a suspect is identified, the investigator can monitor unusual traffic coming from the suspect’s computer to particular target by analyzing network traffic. The well-known service ports and ports used by remote control transactions are the first choice to be watched. If the investigator cannot recognize the content of captured packets, at least he/she can collect the communicating target of suspect and then draw the overview picture of the corresponding criminal event.

Capture and Record

Berghel stated that Internet forensics deals with the ephemeral and transient events (Berghel, 2003). That is the reason why Internet forensics is thus essential. As mentioned earlier, the communication protocol of remote control software is well-known, so investigators can focus on this point. First, use the specific monitor software to monitor and detect port 3389. Only when the communication using port 3389 is identified, the related software module is automatically activated to keep an eye open on the source and destination IP. Then the monitor analyzes network traffic flow, even the contents of network packets. The monitoring and recording software module is able to capture these packets and resolve them to understand what the suspects are doing in the distance. The earlier-mentioned countermeasures can be integrated and implemented as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Multiple Levels of Remote Control Activities
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Regulations and Legislation

The source code of some remote access packages, such as VNC, is publicly available. Hence, it is not difficult for the investigators to watch over what a suspect is doing and record it. Although some software packages, for example Desktop On-Call, do not release the source code, the investigators still can try to capture and view the screen shot of remote computer by sniffing the network packets. Of course, there is no good way to deal with the remote control packages if they use specific coding and decoding protocol, such as RDP. No official document of RDP is publicly available. Therefore, the decoding work without help from vendor is almost impossible. The government should consider to actively getting involved. Use the corresponding laws to enforce remote control software vendors to disclose more detailed information or provide specific monitoring methods for crime investigation as the precedent cases of the regulation on cryptography. The U.S. Cyber Security Enhancement Act (US-CSEA) had permitted that when there is an ongoing attack on any computing facility, surveillance is allowed to collect a suspect’s personal information. However we still need more powerful regulations to prevent the misuse of remote control software.

Cross-Nation and Cross-Jurisdiction Cooperation

In the most cases of remote control presence, suspects and their remote servers were separated geographically and temporally. Investigators should collect the remote server as evidence for a local computer crime. Unfortunately the remote server might be located in other jurisdiction, region or country. The problem of multiple-level remote control, which crosses the national and/or jurisdictional boundary, has raised the complexity of remote control crime. Therefore, the cross-jurisdiction and cross-nation investigation and cooperation is especially in need. Now, U.S. and British agents are trying hard to get other countries to cooperate in sharing criminal information and some European and Asian governments are beginning to work with U.S. and British to fight back against remote control and Internet crime (Germain, 2005).

Variations

A network suspect may use different combination of remote control software packages to hide his/her action and trace. Furthermore, he/she may use multiple levels of remote activities to avoid tracking as shown in Figure 2. Until now, there is still no efficient way to deal with these variations. We think that it is the obligation of the software vendors to build up the complete log mechanism in order to prevent the cyber crime, especially for the hard problem of remote access.

DISCUSSION

To be honest, there are always pros and cons in using computer and communication technologies. In fact, performance of the information technology relies on how the corresponding participants use it. They can use it in a good way or bad way. Since the cyberspace is like the real world, any criminal behavior should be caught and punished. Therefore, there should be some scientific methods to collect, record and identify the criminal activities.

As Berghel said, where computer forensics deals with physical things, Internet forensics deals with the ephemeral (Berghel, 2003). That is why Internet forensics is so important to form a discipline from computer forensics. In addition, the authorities of different countries should work together to build up the inter-jurisdictional laws to prevent cyber crimes and train professional technicians to fight for crimes using remote technology.
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